This bibliography is intended to provide a comprehensive list of publications dealing with sociolinguistics and language planning with regard to Gaelic from 1980 onwards. A few key publications from before 1980 are included.

It does not include publications of a linguistic nature that do not raise questions of language policy.

Section A consists a comprehensive list arranged alphabetically by author, and in Section B a number of publications are then grouped according to subject: Institutional and Official Status, Education and Learning, Broadcasting and Media, Arts and Culture, Sociolinguistics, and Nova Scotia.

Any errors or omissions would be gratefully rectified. Please contact w.mcleod@ed.ac.uk

**Section A**


Bateman, Meg (2010). “‘Gàidhlig Ùr’”, in Munro & Mac an Tàilleir 2010, 87-98.


Brown, Sally (2002). *Teacher Education for Gaelic Medium Education*. Stirling: Stirling University Institute of Education.


[see also Campbell, Allan]


[see also Caimbeul, Ailean]


[see also Gillies, Anne Lorne]


[see also Fraser, Anne]
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[see also MacAulay, Donald]


[see also MacAmhlaigh, Dòmhnall]


[see also MacNeil, Morag, and NicNèill, Mòrag]


[see also MacKinnon, Kenneth]


MacIlleChiar, Iain (2002). ‘Na toir breith gus nach toirear breith ort: Tuilleadh ’s a’ chòir measaidh ann am Foghlam na h-Alba’, in *Language Planning and Education: Linguistic Issues in Northern
Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, and Scotland, ed. by John Kirk and Dónall Ó Baoill, 111-23. Belfast: Cló Ollscoil na Banríona.


MacLeod, Murdo (1978). ‘Scottish Gaelic (Gàidhlig)’, in The Older Mother Tongues of the United Kingdom, ed. by C. V. James, 39-54. London: Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research.


[see also MacDonald, Morag, and NicNèill, Mòrag]


[see also Thomson, Derick]


Irish Film Centre 29-30 September 2000, ed. by David Dickson et al., 25-31. Dublin: Centre for Irish-Scottish Studies, TCD for the Irish-Scottish Academic Initiative.


Newton, Michael (2005). “‘This Could Have Been Mine’: Scottish Gaelic Learners in North America’, *E-Keltoi*, 1 (available on the Internet at http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/celtic/ekeltoi/volumes/v01/1_1/newton_1_1.html)


[see also MacDonald, Morag, and MacNeill, Morag]


Rennie, Agnes (2005). ‘Celtic Culture, Confidence and Credibility: Implications for Minority Language Retention in Arizona’. Lecture presented at the University of Arizona, April 22 (available on the Internet at: www.asu.edu/xed/roatch/roatch05.pdf#search=%22revitalizing%20gaelic%22)


The Scottish Executive (available on the Internet at http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library3/heritage/gtfr-00.asp)


[see also MacThòmais, Ruaraidh]


Walsh, John (2004). ‘Gàidhealtachd na hAlban: ceachtanna le foghlaim?’ *Comhar*, 64(7), 20-23; 64(8), 5-11, 64(9), 12-14.


Section B

Institutional and Official Status


[see also Campbell, Allan]


[see also Caimbeul, Ailean]


Walsh, John (2004). ‘Gàidhealtachd na hAlban: ceachtanna le foghlaim?’ *Comhar*, 64(7), 20-23; 64(8), 5-11, 64(9), 12-14.


Bateman, Meg (2010). ‘“Gàidhlig Ùr”’, in Munro & Mac an Tàilleir 2010, 87-98.


Brown, Sally (2002). Teacher Education for Gaelic Medium Education. Stirling: Stirling University Institute of Education.


[see also MacAulay, Donald]


Newton, Michael (2005). “‘This Could Have Been Mine’: Scottish Gaelic Learners in North America’, *E-Keltoi*, 1 (available on the Internet at www.uwm.edu/Dept/celtic/ekeltoi/volumes/vol1/1_1/newton_1_1.html


Broadcasting and Media


[see also Thomson, Derick]


Arts and Culture


Sociolinguistics


Vol 01: Aird nam Murchan & Loch Abar an Iar (Ardnamuchan & West Lochaber) (also 2nd edn 2005)
Vol 02: Eilean Bharraigh (Isle of Barra) (also 2nd edn 2005)
Vol 03: Uibhist a Deas agus Beinn a’ Bhaoghla (South Uist & Benbecula) (also 2nd edn 2005)
Vol 04: Iar Thuath Chataibh (Northwest Sutherland) (also 2nd edn 2005)
Vol 05: Uibhist a Tuath (North Uist) (also 2nd edn 2005)
Vol 06: Na Hearadh (Harris) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 08: Eilean Leòdhais: Uig & Carlabhagh (Isle of Lewis: Uig & Carloway) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 09: Taobh Siar Rois: Loch Bhraoin & Geàrrloch (Wester Ross: Lochbroom & Gairloch) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 12: An t-Eilean Sgitheanach: Port Righ, an Srtath & Slèite (Isle of Skye: Portree, Strath & Sleat) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 16: Ile, Diùrgh & Colbhasa (Islay, Jura & Colonsay) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 17: Gleann Comhann, Lios Mòr & Ard Chatain (Glencoe, Lismore & Ardchattan) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 18: An t-Òban & Latharna a Deas (Oban & South Lorn) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 19: An Gearasdan & Loch Abair an Ear (Fort William & East Lochaber) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 20: Muile, Tiriordh & Colla (Mull, Tiree & Coll) (also 2nd edn 2006)
Vol 21: Bàideanach, Srath Spè, Nàrann & Bràighean Mhàrr (Badenoch, Strathspey, Nairn & Braes of Mar)
Vol 22: Cataibh an Ear & Gallaibh (East Sutherland & Caithness)
Vol 23: Inbhirnis & Taobh Loch Nis (Inverness & Loch Ness-side)
Vol 24: Taobh Sear Rois & An t-Eilean Dubh (Easter Ross & Black Isle)
Vol 25: Dal Riada & Cinn Tire (Mid Argyll & Kintyre)
Vol 26: Comhal, Siorrachd Bhòid & Din Breastainn (Cowal, Buteshire & Dumbarton)
Vol 27: Siorrachd Pheairt & Sruighlea (Perthshire & Stirling)


Glaser, Konstanze (2001). ‘Essentialism and Relativism in Gaelic and Sorbian Language Revival Discourses’ (paper presented at the University of Edinburgh, 30 January; available on line at http://www.arts.ed.ac.uk/celtic/poileasaidh/seminarwebversion2.html)


[see also MacAmhlaigh, Dòmhnall]


Languages, ed. by Hakim Elnazarov and Nicholas Ostler, 45-52. Khorog: The Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan.


Nova Scotia


